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Guard, the government representative agreed within half
an hour. Squads of blackshirts replaced the Royal Guard
and also occupied the post office, the provincial adminis-
trative headquarters and the police station, all without a
shot being fired. ' The worthy citizens, most of whom were
ignoratit of the night's events, learnt of them from a notice
which the new fascist authorities posted up on the walls.51
By the morning of the 28th it almost seemed as if the prefect
had played the traitor for nothing, as the military authorities
had been ordered to take over the powers that had been
yielded to the fascists. But in spite of a few disagreements
the military and the fascists remained on excellent terms.
At 11.45 a brigadier-general went to the Brufani Hotel to
negotiate with General De Bono, and was received with
military honours. 'At 12.30 the fascist supreme command
intercepted another telegram from Rome which enlivened
and cheered both legionaries and citizens : martial law was
revoked. Radiant with joy the fascist deputy Pighetti rushed
to the Divisional Headquarters to pass on the good news.
From now on they were all confident of complete victory.'
The events of Perugia were repeated almost identically
in a number of towns that the fascists had been able to
occupy without resistance. At Alessandria in Piedmont,
at three o'clock on the 28th, the general commanding the
division summoned the fascist chiefs who had already
occupied the prefecture, the police station, the station, the
telephone exchange and a barracks, to inform them that
he was c awaiting precise orders from the government'. At
Casale 6 the prefecture was rapidly occupied, for the sub-
prefect handed over his powers immediately'. At Bergamo
in Lombardy, e after some parley the military authorities
recognized the fascist occupations'. At Brescia c the
principal centres were occupied and the fascists were in
complete command of the situation \ At Como an army
major, a fascist, c saw to it that the troops did not oppose
fascist occupation of the public buildings'. In Sondrio
the fascists managed to occupy the garrison command, a
barracks and a customs office without a shot being fired.
1 This and future quotations for which no reference is given are from
Chiurco.

